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per cent. of rape-seed oil lor the lightest variety, and 
five per cent. for the heaviest. This heavy oil also 
sometimes submits to another purification, by agitat
ing it with very dilute sulphuric acid, then with a 
weak brine of common salt, and afterward washing 
with tepid water." 

= 

Submarine Telegraphy. 

MESSRS. EDITORS;-Will you allow me a little space 
in your excellent journal to correct an error of fact, 
respecting the origin of submarine telegraphy, to 
which my attention has oeen specially directed in a 
marked number of the Telegraphic Journal, of Lon
don, sent me thence by an unknown friend. 

In a notice in that journal of April 2d, of the late 
Mr. Brett's collection of pictures, there is in this in
cidental remark; "The late Mr. J. W. Brett who was 
designated by Prof. Morse as the father of submarine 

telegraphy, &c." 
I have never designated Mr. Brett, nor any one 

of submarine intercommunication, and successfully 
carried it out, too, in Europe to a useful result. I es
teem and honor you as the Father of European Sub
marine Telegraphy, and I rejoice that both the honor 
and the profits have been so justly awarded to you." 

In thus awarding to Mr. Brett in that letter, the 
honor of being an independent originator of "Euro
pean Submarine Telegraphy," I ought to say that if 
there are other claimants to that position in Europe, 
I do not pretend to decide between them. I based 
my remark to Mr. Brett solely on his representations 
to me, believing him to be as he was, an honorable 
and high-minded, as he certainly was a generous and 
worthy man. If the supposed admission on my part 
that Mr. Brett was the "father of submarine tele-
graphy," is founded on this letter of mine to him, it 
is seen at once that it is a misquotation in the Tele
gmpltic Journal, and (as I am willing to believe) 
through mistake, that the important qualifying word 

"European" was left out, but which is necessary to 
be inserted to make the quotation conform both to 
my letter and to the truth of history. 

SAMUEL F. B. MORSE. 
New York, April 26, 1864. 

Strength of Steam Boilers. 

else as "the father of submarine telegraphy," hav- MESSRS. EDITORS;- Mr. T. W. B. has been laboring 
ing always IIlaimed to have first proposed, and per- in a number of articles on the "Strength of Steam 
sonally laid and operated the first submarine tele- Boilers," to disprove the truth of the principles of 
graph mysclf. the tables of 1rlr. Toshach, given on page 71, current 

Mr. Brett I knew well; he was a personal and high- volume of the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN. He claims that 
ly esteemed friend, but I knew that he supposed him- the strain to which a boiler shell is subjected varies as 
self to be the first who had proposed a submarine line the semi-circum!\lrence, and yet denies the theory of 

. in 1845. In conversations with him I aLways insisted Mr. Toshach, which supposes the strain to vary with 
that not only the first proposal, but the first actual the diameter-not knowing that the two prop()sitions 
execution and operation of such a line belonged to are identical-thus unwittingly admitting what he 
me. I told him I had unanswerable evidence of the denies. The trigonometrical lines of the circle, all 
fact. This announcement to him I saw gave him un- being functions of one another, vary by the same 
easiness, and after I left Paris in 1858 for Porto Rico, ratio; thus, if any lineal element, as the diameter, it'! 
he wrote me a letter under date of Nov. 15, 1858, in doubled, all the other lineal elements, as the circum
which he asked me to give him the history of my con- ference, sine of any arc, cosine, tangent, secant, &c., 
nection with submarine telegraphy. To this letter I or any aliquot part of the same, will be doubled. 
replied from Arroyo, Porto Rico, Dec. 27, 1858, quite Hence, if any quantity varies with one of these ele
at length, giving him minutely its history. In that ments in a given ratio, it varies with each and al1 of 
letter (a press copy of which I have by me), I showed them in the same ratio. Therefore, if the strain on 
him that at least as early as 1838 I had made the the shell varies as the semi-circumference, it also 
proposition of an Atlantic telegraph to Robert Walsh, varies as the whole circumference or as the diameter, 
Esq . , the American Consul in Paris, for Mr. Walsh or as the radius-which latter term is generally 
testifies to that fact of his own move, without my nsed. This proposition is known and recognized by 
kriowledg:«;l at the time in one of the American journ- all well-informed engineers, and enters into the 
als, of which he was the foreign correspondent. But theorem of Mr. Toshach, for the table above referred 
I refer him also to my letter of Sept. 27, 1837, to the. to. H. C. PEAR SONS. 
Secretary of the Treasury, published in the Congres- Ogdensburgh, N. Y., April 28, 1864. 
sional documents, in which letter I suggest the sub
marine meth,od of constructing a telegraph line. I 
referred him also to my letter to another Secretary in 
August, 1843, in which I make the distinct prediction 
of a future Atlantic telegraph, as a deduction from 
experiments I had made. For in the autumn of 1842, 
I had carried into effect the propos'ition of a submar
ine line in the harbor of New York, laying out the 
Line personally from Castle Garden to Governor's 
Island. This was an acknowledged success by the 
journals of the day, and for this success I received 
the gold medal of the American Institute. This 
mellal fixes a date (1842) unmistakeably. Mr. Brett 
rests his claim on the fact that in 1845 he addressed 
a letter to the British Government proposing oceanic 
and subterranean telegraphs. The year 1845 is the 
earliest date to which he appeals, and at that date he 
had only suggestE'd a plan of submarine telegraphs 
to the British Government, while three years before I 
had actually constructed anu operated in New York 
harbor a submarine telegraph line. 

rt is obvious, therefore, that I could not have desig
nated Mr. Brett as the " father of submarine tele
graphy." The Telegrapkic Journal marks theile 
words professedly as a quotation from a written or 
printed document of mine. I have never written nor 
printed any such admission. The nearest to such an 
admission is the following extract from the historical 
leLter alluded to, which I wrote to Mr. Brett. After 
giving him a detailed account of the steps I had taken 
in submarine telegraphy, I say, "I have read your 
account of the origin and progress of the ocean tele
graph with deep interest, and if chronology by its 
rigid dates gives the origin of submarine telegraphy 
to me, it cannot detract from you the undoubted 
merit of having indepenrlelltly originated the project 

MESSRS. EDITORs·;-On page 278, current volume of 
the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, your correspor dtlnt "T. 
W. B." after all that has been written on the subject, 
sticks to his theory that, "the force to rupture boil
ers is as the semi-circumference, and 52 per cent. 
greater than the usual estimate, calculated from the 
diamclter." To be as brief as possible in reply, may 
I ask him to refer to the figures In his letter (page 
278), and also note the following extract from it;

"showing that as E is approached, the required re
sisting force becomes theoretically infinite;" that is 
to lift or force asunder the upper semicircle, D F E, 
from the lower one. Now if the semi-circular theory 
is correct, the force cannot be "infinite" or de
creased in any part, and must be as great at D or E 
as at F, and at each and every inch above and be
tween those letters; and each of these distinct inches 
(on the sernl-circumference) must exert an equal 
force in an upward direction. If" T. W. B." will 
look at this carefully he will be convinced of the cor
rectness of it,-before writing on this subject again. 
"T. W. B." further says;-"From the above I de
duce the rule that the force at any one point to rup
ture at E is inversely as the cosine to the radius; and 
is mathematically conclusive in favor of the semi-cir
curnference, which wUi be more plainly evident by in
spection of the quadrant F H." Now, Messrs. Edi
tors, I cannot see the slightest difference between the 
quadrant F H, and any other in the circle below it; 
nor can I see how he can come to the mathematical 
conclnsion he does f rom the cosine. I should like to 

.see a formula of "T. W. B's," expressing the rela
tion between the cosine and the semi-circumfe!'ence, 
to illustrate its application to the present case. The 
relation of th�semicircle to the diameter is as 1.57 to 
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I-not as 1. 52 to 1, or 52 per cent. as "T. W. B." 
has it. WM. TOSHACH. 

54 Williftm street, New York. 

Elnployment for WOlnen. 

MESSRS. EDITORS ;--Re�ent inquiry into the condi
tion of the working women of Philadelphia has 
brought to light facts which, in my humble judgment. 
are neither creditable to our christian feeling or social 
economy. These facts have been submitted to such 
parties as were deemed fit, from their acknowledged 
wisdom and religious culture, to propose some remedy 
for the dreadful suffering and degradation which 
working-women are under. But all seemed alike ig
nOl'ant and hopeless that any measures coulu be de
vised that would successfully reach the fact that 
mothers with one, two, three, four, and five children, 
have no other means of supporting their offspring 
than by their own labor, the compeusation for which 
runs from two dollars to four dollars per week (most 
generally nearer the former sum); and that scores, if 
not hundreds, of women, born and raised in hope 
and prayer, are compelled to debase Lhemselyes for 
the necessities of life. BelieYing that there exists a 
remedy for this state of things, I cheerfully offer the 
Treasury Bond, No. 8, 712, of fifty dollars, as a pre
mium for the best paper on "Improving the Condi
tion of Working Women." 

This is but a small sum for so great a purpose; but 
it is all, as a poor man, I ha ye to spare. Yet I feel 
assured that tbe good results from such an efl'ort, if 
successful, with the gratitude of the toiling ill-paid 
women, will make the purse invaluable, and perhaps 
not unworthy the efforts of the best statesmen in the 
land. 

Communications must not be longer than a tract of 
ten or fifteen pages; each must have the name of the 
writer on a separate �lip, which will be kept from the 
examining committee until the decision is given, so 
that no member of the committee may be influenced 
by any personal consideration for any writer whom 
they may know. 

Communications must be postpaid, and sent to Mr. 
Thomas W. Braidwood, School of Design for Women, 
1, 334 Chestnut street, Philadelphia, who will retain 
the names of the writers, but hand the communica
tions to the committee for examination. 

T. W. BRAIDWOOD. 
Philadelphia, April 25th, 1864. 

Distributing Petroleum in Pipes. 

Le Cosmos, of Paris, announces in glowing terms 
an invention of M. Forcault, for lighting houses by 
means of petroleum, in a novel manner. The oil is 
driven, by mechanism which is not described, through 
pipes precisely similar to gas pipes, and issues through 
burners of a peculktr constructiun, arranged in the 
same positions as ordinary gas burners. The force 
that drives the liquid through the pipes would eject 
it in a stream from the burners if the flow was not 
controlled by a regulator, which seems to be one of 
the principal features of the invention. 

Le Cosmos says that this system Is in operation in 
several places, and that one of the most frequented 
saloons in Paris has been lighted by it for more than 
six months. 

Le Gaz suggests that the authorities will prohibit 
this distribution of liquid petroleum in pipes on ac
count of the great danger of fire. 

Report of tile (Jomluissioner of Pa.tents. 

We commence in this week's issue the publication 
of the Annual Report of the Commissioner of Pat
ents, and shall continue it in succeeding numbers 
until it is completed. We hope all our readers will 
carefully peruse this document, as it is one of the 
most interesting and valuable that has ever issued 
from the Patent Office. We shall refer to the subjects 
so ably discussed by Mr. Holloway, in a future num
ber. 

THE new two-cent piece which has been recom
mended for the sanction of Congress, is said to reo 
semble as much as anything can, a gold coin. On 
one sille there is a wreath of wheat, in the center ot 
which is stamped "2 cents, '" and around which arQ 
the words "United StateB. of America. " On the 
other side there is the shield of liberty, bearing the 
words, "God our Trnst." 
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Blasting by EINltricity. i however, been led to employ a different modeof puri- against the corresponding broadside ship, the cupola 
The following account describes an apparatus used, fication, chiefly with a view to insuring the complete has the advantage; for two cupolas the advantages 

by the engineer corps of the Philadelphia and Mana- I absence of all nitrous products, and obtaining a pure are, if anyt.hing, in favor of the broadside, although 
yunk railroad in some operations on that line:- I acid from the very first, and of thereby obviating the nearly balanced; but for three or more cupolas, the 

" The battery consisted of about 25 copper cells, 1 necessity of changing the receiver-a most dangerous broadside arrangement has ft marked superiority, 
foot long by 18 inches deep, by 1 inch wide, open at I operation when distilling sulphuric acid. If the acid which increases in a rapid ratio with the size of the 
top and bottom; these were set in a wooden frame, I contains nitrous compounds, I heat it in a porcelain vessel. Mr. Norman S. Russell accordingly comes to 
and separated from ea<;h other by common window I capsule to a temperature of about 110° C., with a 

I 
the conclusion that the proper use of the turret is for 

glass, which was also secured in the frame; inside of small portion of oxalic-acid, till the latter is com- moderate-sized vessels carrying one or at most two of 
each of these cells was a plate of zinc, just large I pletely decomposed, and all effervescence has ceased; them; and he thinks that one or two cupolas may be 
enou�h to allow a slip of grooved wood to hold it away : about tor t per cent. is amply sufficient for nearly usefully substituted for pivot guns on the upper decks 
trom the copper at the ends. Each zinc plate was. all samples of commercial acid. It is best to add the of ships-of-the-line carrying a heavy broadside arma
connected to the copper cell next to the one in which oxalic acid before heating, and to stir constantly till ment. Finally, he remarks that thil! is a question for 
it was placed, making thus a very large voltaic pile. 

I 
the reaction is completed. I now allow the acid to the na val officer rather than for the naval architect to 

From each end of this battery an insulated wire ran 
I 

cool down to about 1000 C., and add to it a solution decide, since neither plan presents any constructive 
to the holes to be fired; that from one extremity, of of bichromate of potassa in sulphuric acid, or some difficulty, and he quotes Captain Symon d's authority 
course, going from the copper and the other from a of the salt itself in fine powder, until th'3 pure green for stating that speed and facility of maneuvering 
zinc plate. The acid used was sulphuric, diluted in I color at first produced by the formation of sesquioxide are of at least as high importance as complete pro
about thirty times its quantity of water. The frame of chromium is replaced by a yellowish green, indi- tection." 
was arranged to raise and lower into a wooden 

I
, cating an admixture of chromic acid in the free state. 

trough or bath, which contained the diluted acid, by I The acid so prepared, teing now distilled, passes The Great Contest bet",een 'Vhit",orth and 

a windlass, so that the person who was engaged in I from the first perfectly free from all impurity. The Armstrong. 

connecting the main wires to those in the holes did addition of the bichromate has another advantage, The (London) Engineer of April 8th says:-
his work without any risk of an explosion, the bat- I viz: that if it be first of all applied to a small sample " The long-expected contest between the Whitworth 
tery not. being lowered i�to the acid until he was at I 

of the commercial �cid, it indicates the p�esence . of and Armstrong systems of artillery commenced this 
a safe dIstance. For firmg the holes two wires were I 

free sulphurous aCId, as well as of arsemous aCId, week at Shoeburyness, in the presence of most of the 
taken and twisted together. At first it was thought· and either of these being present, we may presume members of the Select Ordnance Committee, and a 
necessary that both should be insulated, but it was : on the absence of nitrous compounds. No doubt per- large number of noblemen and gentlemen interested 
soon found that if one of them was coated with gutta- I manganates would answer equally well; but the bi- in the subject. 
perch a it was sufficient. At the end inserted into the ! chromate of potassa, which is cheap and easily pro- " Sir William Armstrong is repreEented by three 12-
holes these wires were separated about a quarter of cured, is so convenient and inexpensive as to leave pounder breech�loaders and three muzzle-loading 
an inch, and connected by a very thin piece of pla-

I nothing to be desired. shunt guns of the same caliber, and Mr. Whitworth 
tinum wire; afterwards it was found that steel an- by three muzzle-loaders of the same size. These nine 
swered every purpose, and was much less expensive. Broadside and Turret Guns. guns are already on the ground, and three 70-pounder 
This thin wire melted as the charge of electricity At a recent meeting of an association of Naval Ar- Armstrong breech-loaders, and three 70-poullder 
p assed through it. At the commencement of the chitects, in London, Mr. Norman Scott Russell read a Whitworth muzzle-loaders are on their way from 
work this was inserted directly into the blasting paper on the above subject, which will be found in- Woolwich to Shoebury. 
powder, but two great disadvantages arose therefrom teresting to our readers:- " The details of the trial are kept secret at present; 
-first, the danger of the small wire becoming broken "Adverting to the assumption made by Captain but it is pretty well known that a minimum of 3,000 
in tamping the hole; and, second, the difficulty of· Coles and others, that 300 or 600-poullder guns, rounds will be fired from each gun. The contest will 
igniting the coarse blasting powder by the instanta- I weighing from 12 to 20 tuns each, cannot be carried be necessarily very tedious, and will extend over a 
neous spark of electricity; to avoid both of which a 

I 
as broadside guus, Mr. Norman S. Russell shows by period of two, or tl1ree months, if not more. At first 

small paper bag, large enough to hold about a gun- some simple calculations that this assumption is ab- sight thts seems to be an unnecessary expenditure of 
shot charge, was placed over the end and filled with solutely erroneous. Such vessels as the fVaTrior are time and money, but the committee are desirous of 
rifle powder, the bottom being pasted, shut, and the \. quite capable of carrying a full armament of 12-tun tMting these arms to their very utmost capacity, at 
top tied securely above the steel wire. Another diffi- guus instead of their present 68-pounders, without every range, with every variety of projectile, and 
culty then arose from the fact that in handling the I increasing their displacement more than two or three against every kind of defense. They will also be 
, cartridges,' as they were called, the fine powder was inches, or losing their stability. With regard to the tested with reference to the quickness with which 
frequently unavoidably shaken �ut of them. This I difficulty of training such heavy guns, that is already they can be charged and fired. Arter the 3,000 
the men who had charge of loadmg the holes soon felt with the 95-cwt. 68-pounder to such an extent that rounds have been fired, it is believed that the guns 
disc�vered, and before in

,
se�ting (Jile, would fing�r 

I 
it is doubtful whether it could be used in a heavy sea- will be subjected to a series of proofs with gradually 

the httle paper bag to see If It was full, and, as theIr way. However, Mr. Cunningham's very �imple ap- increasing charges of powder. 
hands were generally wet, injured the powder. To plication of steam power to the working of ship's " The trial commenced with one each of the three 
avoid th�s, gut�a-per�ha ,,:,as dissolved in ether, and I guns disposes of the d

.
ifficulty as regards either class. descripiions of 12-pounders. Seven rounds of solid 

the cartrIdge dIpped mto It; as soon as taken out of I With respect to the wldth of port, Mr. Russell admits shot, three of dead segmental shells, and five of dead 
the mixture the volatile liquid evaporated, leaving It that, for the 300-pounder, the broadside port would common shells were fired point blank, to test the ex
very thin coating of gutta-percha over the paper. have to be 28 inches wide to admit of training to an act range of each gun. Six rounds of solid shell were 
Thus perfected, the 'cartridge ' was inserted into angle of 60 degrees against a width of 23 inches in then fired at one degree of elevation, and the contest 
about the center of the charge of blasting powder in the cupola port. But he cousiders that Captain Coles was prematurely stopped by a violent storm of rain 
the hole, the opposite ends of the wire protrudb;!g, has far over-stated the question in assuming 3 feet and wind, which swept across the marshes from the 
tamping was put in exactly as if fuse were used in- square for the broadside port. Mr. Russell also ad- south-west. Up to the last three or four rounds the 
stead of wires. Before .firing, a number of holes mits the advantage which the cupola system presents weather has been most balmy and spring-like, there 
were connected together, by taking the protruding in the weight of a hattery being borne amidships, so being hardly a breath of wind stirring to interfere 
end of one wire of the first hole and twisting it to as to cause less rolling than heavy weights winged with the practice. 
the end of one of the second, the remaining one of outwards. The great arc of training, commanded by " As so much work has to be gone through, it will 
the second to one of the third, and so on. One of the turret, is one of the chief advantages claimed for hardly be possible to get even a glimpse of this most 
the main wires from the battery was then connected it. Mr. Russell consitlers this much over-rated, es- important and interesting contest before, at least, 
with the end of the first wire of this' batch,' and the pecially when more than one cupola is carried, on seven or eight weeks have elapsed. The results of the 
other to the end of the last; the battery was then account of the obstacles offered by masts and rigging, more interesting experiments will be given from time 
immersed in the bath containing the acid, and the boats, hatchways, and especially by other cupolas, if to time; but it must be remembered that they will 
discharge of the whole lot was instantaneous and the vessel carries more than one. In the vessels de- only form units in the figure of merit that is to decide 
simultaneous. As many as twenty holes were fre- signed by Mr. Coles, there is a great disadvantage in the contest. 
quently fired in one lot. The working of this arrange- the main-deck being at so much lower a level than is " Since last the Whitworth 12-pounders were tried at 
ment was eminently successful. For three months an usual in vessels of similar tunnage-thus exposing Shoebury, Mr. Whitworth has strengthened them with 
average of nearly one hundred holes a day were fired the deck to vertical fire from ships with higher top- an extra coil at the breech, making them nearly 20 
at each tunnel without a single accident, so far as the sides, and, moreover, being washell by green seas per cent. heavier than the Armstrongs of  correspond
blasting was concerned. This system is almost iden- where other vessels have a dry deck. With regard to 1ng caliber, which weigh rather more than 8 cwt. He 
tical with the one invented in France. Many of the the depresSion of the gun, Mr. Russell remarks that has also, at the suggestion of the Ordnance Commit
details. such as coating the bag with gutta-percha, it is doubtful whether in any case a lee gun could be tee, opened a vent through the top of the breech, as 
&c., will be indicated by local circumstances to prac- used with advantage in a sea heavy enough to wash well as through the caseable, the method of firing 
tical minds." the gun deck; and as to the weather guns, a uroad- the gun through the caseable vent being thought 

side gun could certainly be depressed more than a dangerous to the gunners. The gun tried was fired 
On the Purification of SulphuriC ACid, by tun-et gun placed amidships, unless the latter fired through the breech vent," 

F. Maxwell Lyle, Eliq. through her own deck and topsid.e. Mr. Russell 
The best. means <if obtaining sulphuric acid then proceeds to compare in detail the merits of ships THE iron-clad Re d c ItaUa, whose remarkable p assag� 

entirely free from arsenic fully bear out the fact carrying one, two, or three cupolas with vessels car-

I 
w

.

e chronicled, lately went across the Atlantic at th€ 
recorded by MM. Bus;;;, and Buignet, viz :-that rying the same weight (in guns and armor-plating average rate of 13 miles an hour. With steam from 
arseniC, in order to pass during distillation, must I together) distributed ItS a broadside battery. The only four boilers the engines made forty turus with 
I:)e present in the state of arsenious acid. I have, result, as he gives it, is, that for one cupola, as· the utmost ease, 
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Cbimney Cap and Car Ventilator. 

Tile annoyance and discomfort of a smoky chimney 
is very often experienced, even in houses that have 
been carefully built . Sometimes local causes, such as 
other chimneys in close proximity being higher than 
the defective one, are the source of the trouble; in 
others the defect is in the construction of the flue. 
The engravings (Figs. 1 and 2) publishell herewith 
represent an improved 
chimney cap which is in
tended to prevent the 
trouble alluded to. The 
cap is peculiar in shape 
ami appearance and is de
signed to aid the draught 
by causing the smoke as
cending to be literally 
screwed out, or create a 
current in the chimney lJY 
leading the heated air and 
unconsumed gases throngh 
a series of curved passage
ways, A. The natural and 
rapid circulation of the air 
outside the chimney being 
counted upon as an active 
agent to produce this ef
fect. The inventor says, 
in his circular, that smoke 
natmally assumes curved 
and rolling outlines in its 
ascent, and that he has 
aimed to adapt his chim
ney cap to this appearance. 
He further says, in respect 
to its other qualities :-

�ht lrittdifit �mtdtu". 
Macbine for Tilling tbe Soil. 

This engraving repl'esents a new machine for tilling 
the soil by forking up its surface and [lJterward crush
ing or pulverizing the clods so that the earth is fitted 
for the reception of seed. The constructioll and op
eration will be understood by referring to the append
ed description. The frame, A, has a projecting por
tion, B, which carries a Rhaft, C. This s!mft has a set 

ground, cause the machine to advance, and it also 
serves to level or roll the surface after the forks have 
harrowed it up so that it presents an even and level 
appearance. This large roller may be placed in front 
of the forks, if desired, and this position is preferred 
by the inventor when the ground has been plowed 
and large lumps occur; these lumps are crushed by 
the roller and the forks work easier in consequence. 

The caster-wheel in front 
permits the machine to 
be turned easily in any di
rection, and the peculiar 
attachmeut by which the 
horses are connected to 
the front is also an advan
tage, as they may turn 
slightly to right or left 
without diverting the ma
chine from its path. 

This machine is the in
vention of William Wads
worth, of Sacramento, 
Cal., and a patent is now 
pending through the Sci
entific American Patent 
Agency. For further in
formation address the in
ventm' at that place. 

Ingenious Legerde

Inain. 

II When this cap, with 
its wings or funnels, is 
stationary, the outer cur
rent 0f air is made to per
h,'m the desired curves on 
tile inner current by catch

TOMLINSON'S CHIMNEY CAP AND CAR VENTILATOR. 

Two brothers, of the 
name of Davenport, are 
attracting considerable at
tention in this city by ex
hibitions of legerdemain, 
or spiritualism, whichever 
the audience choose to call 
it. If considered as sleight
of-hand the tricks are quite 
ingenious, but if attempt
ed to be passed off as real

ing it at the side and thereby twisting it outward. 
AU side; being alikE', if the gale sweeps round in 
whirlwinds it only assists the draught; or let fogcome 
down and it still carries the smoke away by striking 
the caps so as to produce an outward draught at 
every opening. We place two or more of these fun
nels in the shape of trumpets on the side of a loco
motive smok'l-stack, the mouth of the trumpet being 
in front, and carry the narrow end rounding to 
the side of the stack, so as to produce a side draught 
on the smoke, the speed of the engine creates a 

of forks, D, upon it, which enter the soil as the ma
chine advances. The hand of the driver is seen grasp
ing a lever, E, at one side; this lever is affixed to the 
shaft the forks are on, and bears against a pin in the 
side of the frame, A, when the forks are at work, so 
that they cannot enter the ground too deeply By 
pulling on the lever the forks can be raised entirely 
clear of the ground. Immediately over these forks is 
placed a small roller, F, driven by a belt, G, passing 
over a pulley, H, from the larger roller, I, in the rear. 
The teeth of the roller, F, catch all the weeds and 

ly manifestations of supernatural power, the effort is 
ridiculous. The young men are tied in a cupboard on 
the stage, and the instant the doors are closed a 
trumpet is thrown out through a hole in one of the 
doors. All of the tricks are based on plans of slip
ping knots and ropes, a matter to which so much 
thought and inventive faculty has been devoted dur
ing the last few years by the exhibitors of humbug 
spiritualism. 

THE WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA SANITARY FAIR.
The loyal people of west
ern Pennsylvania have de
termined to aid the Sani
tary Commission by es
tablishing a Fair similar 
in its objects to those 
already so successful 
throughout the country. 
It is to be hoped that our 
people will contribute as 
generously in this case as 
they have in others and en
able the good citizens of 
the section in question to 
swell the funds of the Com
mission by a handsome 
sum. Contributions of 
every kind will be thank 
fully received, and any of 
our readers who may have 
small wares which are new 
and saleable, recently pat
ented, will find this a cap
ital method of introducing 
them to the public. The 
committee to receive do-

draught backward, togeth
er with this side draught 
by the same cause, and the 
effect will be a twist or 
curl in the smoke so as to 
keep it out of the way of 
the train. Its advantages 
as a car ventilator are easi
ly seen, from the fact that 
there are frequently oppo
site draughts-one by the 
speed of the train, the 
other by the wind being in 
an opposite direction or 
on one side. Before apply
ing for a patent, this cap 
was thoroughly tried on a 
chimney that was and is 
yet soaked through with 
creosote oil so as to be 
greasy on the outside; this 
chimney for two years was 
a great pest; since this 
cap was put on it has 
worked p31fectly. Where
ever it has been tried it 
has succeeded just the 
same. Testimonials might WADSWORTH'S MACHINE FOR TILLING THE SOIL. nations are William B. 

Lare, of the Pittsburgh 
be brought to show the efficacy of this ventilator, but 
it needs nothing more than an examination of its mer
its to satisfy the most skeptical" 

This chimney cap was patented on Sept. 8, 1863, 
through the Scientific American Patent Agency by 
James Tomlinson, of Racine, Wis. For State and 
county rights, and all further information, address the 
nventor as above. 

grass which may be drawn into the forks anll prill 
them out, thus preventing them from getting clogged. 
By the continued operation 01 the machine these 
weeds are thrown on to the larger roller by which they 
are deposited in the rear of the machine. This roller, 
F, also serves to pulverize the clods and break them, 
so that the Boil is evenly tilled. The large roller be
hind has teeth, as may be seen, which, entering the 

© 1864 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN, INC. 

Dispatclt, H, J. Murdoch, of the United PI'esbytm'ian, 
and William Neeb, at Pittsburgh, Pa. 

THE Lonllon Enginem' says :-" It appears that in 
some of the steamship lines where surface condensers 
have been used for a few years they are now being 
abandoned. It is asserted that the saving in fuel 
does not compensate for the increased repairs." 
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